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With over 70 years of collective industry experience, Roma’s 
master brickmakers produce richly-coloured bricks with an 
enduring finish.
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Established in Witbank in 1980, Roma 

Bricks (previously trading as Tor Bricks) 

is an independent black-owned and 

managed manufacturer of clay face 

and semi-face bricks. In addition to 

producing a standard range of clay face 

bricks, Roma Bricks boasts the expertise 

and capacity to manufacture bespoke 

blends and caters to the production of 

unique sizing solutions for non-standard 

bricks in a wide variety of colours and 

textures.

Roma Bricks has been crafting face 

bricks for over 40 years and is led by a 

highly skilled management team with 

over 70 years of collective experience. 

By remaining faithful to the age-old 

traditions of clay brick making whilst 

simultaneously employing sophisticated 

contemporary manufacturing 

disciplines, Roma Bricks is able to 

consistently supply products that are 

both technically elite and aesthetically 

pleasing. At Roma Bricks, we pride 

ourselves on supplying a broad base of 

clients across various sectors nationwide, 

including retail hardware chains, 

residential developments, government 

and low-cost housing, schools, 

educational and government institutions 

and warehousing and private corporate 

developments, all of whom have come 

to respect the Roma name as being 

synonymous with quality and client 

service.

About Roma Bricks
Roma Bricks has the capacity to produce 

4 million bricks per month, with a view 

to increase production capacity in the 

future. 

As the only 100% black-owned level 1 

B-BBEE manufacturer of face bricks 

currently operating in South Africa, 

Roma Bricks is deeply committed 

to uplifting the local community in 

which it is situated. Generating jobs 

for approximately 140 members of the 

local community, Roma Bricks serves as 

an employment hub in the area, and is 

closely involved in numerous community 

housing and entrepreneurship initiatives.

At Roma Bricks we recognize that each 

project has individual needs, budgets 

and specifications and as such we work 

closely with all our clients to ensure 

the perfect brick is selected every time, 

offering a highly-personalised service 

from specification right through to 

delivery to site.  Visit our showroom 

or our manufacturing plant where a 

dedicated sales team will take the time 

to understand your requirements.
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At the forefront of our industry for over 5000 
years, we passionately believe in the benefits 
of building with clay.
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DURABILITY

Face bricks possess superior dimensional stability and com-
pressive strength and their high load-bearing capacity makes 
this material the obvious choice for  
permanent structures. 

As such, the production of face bricks is strictly regulated by 
the South African Bureau of Standards who imposes rigorous 
national building regulations to protect consumers. 

Roma Bricks is proud to comply with requirements  
contained in the applicable standards, SANS 227:2007 and 
SANS 1 575:2007, and in fact exceeds the required compressive 
strength requirement contained therein to ensure maximum 
customer safety and satisfaction.

PERFORMANCE 

Clay brickwork is immune to rot and rust, requires no painting 
and does not scratch, erode or denature in any way. 

In addition, clay bricks meet even the most rigorous safety 
standards – they are incombustible and conduct neither  
lightning nor electricity. 

Roma Bricks employs tunnel kilns to fire bricks and as such our 
products are water resistant, can withstand temperatures of 
up to 1200°C, are impervious to extreme weather and provide 
maximum thermal  
comfort. 

Face bricks also perform well in high acid, alkaline and corro-
sive environments as are often found in industrial and coastal 
areas.
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At the heart of Roma Bricks is a spirit of 
innovation, sustainability, craftsmanship.
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Our range  
comprises  
exclusively of 
extruded bricks, 
ensuring  
maximum 
smoothness, edge 
precision and  
uniformity. 

The process  
involved the  
extrusion of a clay 
column through 
a die, with each 
brick being cut to 
size by wire.
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Cederberg Dark
Breath: ±107.8mm Height: ±72.9mmLength: ±224.5mm

Strength: ±23.5MPa Water Absorption: ±14.7%

Our Cederberg 
Range is marked 
by asymmetrical 
colour shading 
that ensures depth 
and flair in any 
project for which it 
is selected. 

This product has 
been used beauti-
fully for the build-
ing of numerous 
schools, housing 
developments  
and clinics.

For opal tones, 
select Cederberg 
Dark. 
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Length: ±224.5mm

Cameo LightStrength: ±23.5MPa

Breath: ±107.8mmHeight: ±72.9mm

Water Absorption: ±14.7%

Our Cameo Range 
consists of  
arguably Roma’s 
most iconic and  
recognisable  
product – our 
signature spotted 
face brick. 

Available in  
a variety of  
shades for broad  
application, the 
spots ensures that  
cameo projects 
bear the hallmark 
of a traditional face 
brick building,  
giving each project  
a distinctive  
character. 

This cost-effective 
product blends 
perfectly with the 
natural Highveld 
aesthetic and has 
taken the area by 
storm particularly 
in the building of 
schools, hospitals 
and residential 
developments.

For cream tones, 
select Cameo 
Light.
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Cameo Bronze
Breath: ±107.8mm Height: ±72.9mmLength: ±224.5mm

Strength: ±23.5MPa Water Absorption: ±14.7%

Our Cameo Range 
consists of  
arguably Roma’s 
most iconic and  
recognisable  
product – our 
signature spotted 
face brick. 

Available in  
a variety of  
shades for broad  
application, the 
spots ensures that  
cameo projects 
bear the hallmark 
of a traditional face 
brick building,  
giving each project  
a distinctive  
character. 

This cost-effective 
product blends 
perfectly with the 
natural Highveld 
aesthetic and has 
taken the area by 
storm particularly 
in the building of 
schools, hospitals 
and residential 
developments.

For copper tones, 
select Cameo 
Bronze.
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Length: ±224.5mm

Cameo BurgundyStrength: ±23.5MPa

Breath: ±107.8mmHeight: ±72.9mm

Water Absorption: ±14.7%

Our Cameo Range 
consists of  
arguably Roma’s 
most iconic and  
recognisable  
product – our 
signature spotted 
face brick. 

Available in  
a variety of  
shades for broad  
application, the 
spots ensures that  
cameo projects 
bear the hallmark 
of a traditional face 
brick building,  
giving each project  
a distinctive  
character. 

This cost-effective 
product blends 
perfectly with the 
natural Highveld 
aesthetic and has 
taken the area by 
storm particularly 
in the building of 
schools, hospitals 
and residential 
developments.

For red tones,  
select Cameo  
Burgundy.
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Cameo Rose
Breath: ±107.8mm Height: ±72.9mmLength: ±224.5mm

Strength: ±23.5MPa Water Absorption: ±14.7%

Our Cameo Range 
consists of  
arguably Roma’s 
most iconic and  
recognisable  
product – our 
signature spotted 
face brick. 

Available in  
a variety of  
shades for broad  
application, the 
spots ensures that  
cameo projects 
bear the hallmark 
of a traditional face 
brick building,  
giving each project  
a distinctive  
character. 

This cost-effective 
product blends 
perfectly with the 
natural Highveld 
aesthetic and has 
taken the area by 
storm particularly 
in the building of 
schools, hospitals 
and residential 
developments.

For coral tones,  
select Cameo 
Rose.
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Length: ±224.5mm

Cameo GoldStrength: ±23.5MPa

Breath: ±107.8mmHeight: ±72.9mm

Water Absorption: ±14.7%

Our Cameo Range 
consists of  
arguably Roma’s 
most iconic and  
recognisable  
product – our 
signature spotted 
face brick. 

Available in  
a variety of  
shades for broad  
application, the 
spots ensures that  
cameo projects 
bear the hallmark 
of a traditional face 
brick building,  
giving each project  
a distinctive  
character. 

This cost-effective 
product blends 
perfectly with the 
natural Highveld 
aesthetic and has 
taken the area by 
storm particularly 
in the building of 
schools, hospitals 
and residential 
developments.

For honey tones, 
select Cameo 
Gold.
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Roma Classic Light
Breath: ±107.8mm Height: ±72.9mmLength: ±224.5mm

Strength: ±23.5MPa Water Absorption: ±14.7%

The Roma Classic 
range piques the 
interest of even 
our most  
discerning clients. 

Bearing  
a centre flash 
in two distinct 
shades, this  
range lends 
sophistication to 
any project and 
as such has found 
broad application 
in the building of 
corporate office 
parks, high rise 
buildings and  
residential  
projects.

For red blush 
tones, select Roma 
Classic Light.
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Length: ±224.5mm

Roma Classic DuskStrength: ±23.5MPa

Breath: ±107.8mmHeight: ±72.9mm

Water Absorption: ±14.7%

The Roma Classic 
range piques the 
interest of even 
our most  
discerning clients. 

Bearing  
a centre flash 
in two distinct 
shades, this  
range lends 
sophistication to 
any project and 
as such has found 
broad application 
in the building of 
corporate office 
parks, high rise 
buildings and  
residential  
projects.

For red mahogany 
tones, select Roma 
Classic Dark.
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Castletone Light
Breath: ±107.8mm Height: ±72.9mmLength: ±224.5mm

Strength: ±23.5MPa Water Absorption: ±14.7%

A travertine finish 
and ultra fine lines 
give character to 
this brick,  
ultimately  
achieving a natural 
stone effect,  
sparing the  
consumer the 
expense and  
brittleness of 
building with 
sandstone. 

This product has 
found favour in the 
construction of 
high rise buildings, 
luxury residential 
and townhouse 
developments and 
corporate office 
parks.
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Length: ±224.5mm

Castletone GoldStrength: ±23.5MPa

Breath: ±107.8mmHeight: ±72.9mm

Water Absorption: ±14.7%

A travertine finish 
and ultra fine lines 
give character to 
this brick,  
ultimately  
achieving a natural 
stone effect,  
sparing the  
consumer the 
expense and  
brittleness of 
building with 
sandstone. 

This product has 
found favour in the 
construction of 
high rise buildings, 
luxury residential 
and townhouse 
developments and 
corporate office 
parks.
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Roma Jem
Breath: ±150.0mm Height: ±72.9mmLength: ±224.5mm

Strength: ±23.5MPa Water Absorption: ±14.7%

Roma Bricks is 
passionate about 
the realisation of 
access to  
housing for all 
South Africans 
and is committed 
to playing its part 
in the efficient roll 
out of low-cost 
and government 
housing. 

To this end, the 
dimensions of our 
Roma Jem  
(roughly 50% 
deeper than a 
standard face 
brick) allows  
contractors to 
build at an  
enormously  
enhanced pace as 
the increased brick 
depth necessitates 
the building of 
only a single skin 
wall. 

The building and 
labour efficiency 
that this product 
lends offers a cost 
and time saving 
utility that cannot 
be overlooked, 
whilst maintaining 
the comfort and 
quality of tradi-
tional face brick 
dwellings.
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Head Office
137 Ellman Street 
Sunderland Ridge, Pretoria 
(018) 230 2052 / (012) 666 8779 
www.romabricks.co.za 

Factory Address
Portion 38, Farm  Eenzaamheid, 
Balmoral, Emalahleni 
(013) 680 2003 / (013) 608 2002

Portion 38 of Farm Eenzaamheid,
Balmoral, Gauteng
(013) 680 2003 / (013) 608 2002

Portion 38 of Farm Eenzaamheid,
Balmoral, Gauteng
(+27) 81 230 2052
www.romabricks.co.za

Factory Address


